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GAMES WE CAN PLAY

JOURNAL JUMBLE

by Jerry Seay (Library School Guru)
and Patricia Seay (the Guru's guru)

This is the second of this new feature, all of you out there, by our illustrious library school student (see page 10). With each issue, he'll try to do a puzzle featuring a particular journal. Discover the answer by filling in the blanks and then unscrambling the circled letters to form the name of a journal. We even gave you a few letters.

CLUES:

1) [circled letters] = a covering for a table
2) [circled letters] = sad and lonely
3) [circled letters] = a November holiday
4) [circled letters] = what you are working on now
5) [circled letters] = a scientific discipline
6) [circled letters] = magazines and journals
7) [circled letters] = hypothesis

Put the circled letters in the space below and then unscramble them to make the journal title.

M Z I [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] and the B [ ] [ ] [ ] C [ ] [ ]

(The answer has three words that are each jumbled up separately.)

Answer to last issue's Journal Jumble

Annales de Geophysicacae

KATINA
CHARLESTON
SUBSCRIPTION
AGENTS
TECHNICAL
ANNALES
d e
GEO PHYSICAE

Answers to Games

Hey, remember Against the Grain 3#3 had two games in it. The first game related to "the first approval plan" and I asked if anyone could guess the date and/or the book that the item had appeared in. I even offered a free two-year subscription to ATG (what more could you ask for, right?)! Celia Wagner (B/NA) sent the item in to me and she guessed the year of the publication on the button (pretty impressive if you ask me). Well, Celia didn't tell your Editor the answer because B/NA is using the same item in an internal contest of their own. But, not to be daunted, I sent the item to our resident historian, Lyman Newlin. Well, needless to say, Lyman has been on the phone to all kinds of people that he knows and knew way back when trying to track down the year and the publication. But no dice. So, the plot thickens. Can ANYONE figure this out?

SEE PAGE 42
3 WAYS to Learn of NEW BOOKS

SciTech Book News

The best source for news of high-level books in technology, engineering, computers, medicine, and the physical and biological sciences. Published monthly with over 500 titles in each issue.

Reference & Research Book News

This bimonthly carries concise annotations of reference and scholarly works important for academic and public libraries (over 700 entries in each issue). Emphasis is on general reference, the social sciences, humanities, library science.

University Press Book News

The only consolidated presentation of new books from the world's university presses. Now in its second year, UPBN gives easy access to current scholarship in all subjects. Published quarterly.

Games continued from page 14

Can you figure out the date of this announcement in a book sent courtesy of Celia Wagner? If you can figure out the name of the publication and the date, we'll give you a two year subscription to ATG.